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EasySecure is active in various industries and has already helped many companies perfecting their

registration processes and access management. In this customer case we highlight the collaboration

between EasySecure and software developer and supplier YourSoft.
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YourSoft is a software developer and

supplier that specialises in the supplying

business applications for various industries.

The world of transport and logistics is the

core business of YourSoft. For this sector the

company supplies the PayHours NG

application, a solution aimed at processing

and translating journey data from vehicles in

accordance with the regulations of the

transport collective labour agreement. The

application translates this data into hours

and allowances to be paid. YourSoft offers

the result (the CAO calculation) to the salary

administration of the client. YourSoft also

supplies several additional modules, such as

its own salary administration and HRM

module.

All modules together form an all-in-one ERP

for the transport sector. The advantage of

that solution is that the YourSoft offers the

result (the CAO calculation) to the salary

administration of the client. YourSoft also

supplies several additional modules, such as

its own salary administration and HRM

module.

About YourSoft 
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A transport company has several drivers and

auxiliary staff with various different roles.

Think, for example, of office, warehouse, and

storage staff. In addition, there are also

drivers who also work in the warehouse from

time to time. And transport companies of

course also have non-driving personnel.

EasySecure, as a specialist in time

registration of non-driving personnel, is the

party that plays an important role in the

registration of hours and roles of this

employee group within the transport sector.

EasySecure's work provides an extra piece of

information that complements the data

YourSoft already has based on the driving

data provided by devices such as on-board

computers or PPP. This bundling of data

enables the client to monitor and manage

the hours of the entire workforce. A customer

also gains more insight into the course of

logistic processes. What do the drivers do

during a trip? Can the process of loading,

transport and unloading perhaps be even

more efficient?
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EasySecure also offers the possibility to

extend time and attendance with smart

solutions for access control (smartphone,

fingerprint, keycard, tag, code, facial

recognition, QR code or license plate) and

time and attendance. These extensions work

in the cloud and can be easily rolled out in

one or more locations in different countries.

Complementing 
each other



YourSoft and EasySecure encountered each

other through a client (Brouwers Transport)

who had been working with the solutions for

some time. When Brouwers started working

with EasySecure, YourSoft was asked

whether a partnership with EasySecure

would be interesting. YourSoft answered this

question with "yes". One of the reasons why

EasySecure is such an interesting partner for

YourSoft is the fact that they have a nice

model which is cloud-based. An API web

service ensures that YourSoft has a direct

link with EasySecure's time registration

system.

On the other hand, EasySecure also often

gets the question from its client base

whether it has a specific solution for the

payroll part. And then the link with YourSoft

is quickly made, of course. This creates a

powerful interaction from which both parties’

benefit. The time between the initial contact

and the conclusion of the partnership was

only a few months, partly due to the mutual

enthusiasm and the feeling that both

companies could really mean something to

each other.
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Mutual 
customers
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There are several reasons why transport

companies choose YourSoft and

EasySecure. Many companies still use paper

or only partial solutions for handling logistic

processes and the associated payroll but

want to digitize this process quickly and

efficiently.

Sometimes it is also a matter of replacement.

For example, transport companies want to

expand, or are not satisfied with the solution

they already have or are getting other

devices in the vehicle or want to work more

automated.

But what does a transport company achieve

by choosing the YourSoft and EasySecure

combination? In practice we see first a

considerable gain in time. Too much manual

work or partial solutions are slow. For

example, are there drivers who only come to

the office once a week? Then you only have

insight into the hours worked at that time.

A direct link to the device in the vehicle

ensures that the information is always at

hand in real time and therefore also is faster

with the hours that you can invoice. The

process that starts with reading data and

ending with the actual salary and invoicing

goes a lot faster. In addition, there is of

course a piece of extra insight and reliability.

The manually copying travel data and

written paper timesheets is prone to error.
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Why YourSoft and
EasySecure
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More information

Would you like to know more about EasySecure
solutions?  Call us on + 31 (0)85 01500 00, send an
email to info@easysecure.com or arrange a
demonstration appointment directly via our website:
www.easysecure.com
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